In the paper [3] W. Waliszewski introduced the concept of quasi-algebraic space (q.a.s.) and considered some basic constructions in the category of such spaces. The present paper is devoted to examination of regularity, weak regularity, coregularity and weak coregularity (cf.
[2]) of mappings in q.a.s.
Preliminaries
We recall (see [3] ) that for a field K a set A of functions with values in K (K-functions) satisfying two following conditions:
(i) a + y3 , a ./5e A for a, fie A; (ii) cA eA for c of K, where A. is the union of all domains D^ of functions a for oieAj -c for xe A is said to be a K-quasi-algebraic space (shortly, K-q.a.s.).
The set A^ is called the set of all points of A. The domains of a. + /3 and fi are equal to D^PID^ and (cx+y3)(x) = = ot(x) + /3(x) and (oc/3)(x) =a(x)»/3(x) for x e D^n D^. We say that f is a smooth mapping from A into B, what we write in form (1) f sA --B iff f maps the set A. into B and for any ySeB we have /3of feA.
Here jb 0 f is defined on the counter-image f"* 1^ of D^ by the formula (/3of)(x) =^(f(x)) for xef" 1 D^. The mapping (1) is said to be a diffeomorphism iff fA = B, f is one-to-one and we have the smooth mapping : B--A. For any ScA the K-q.a.s. Ag induced (see [3] ) from A by the identity mapping ids: S--is treated as a subspace of A. For any K-q.a.s. A and B their cartesian product (see [3] ) will be denoted by A x B.
Proposition 0.
For any indexed set (At) teT) of K-q.a.s. the topology of the cartesian product X A+ 00-v teT x incides with the Tikhonov product ){ *opAt of (topAtj teT).
teT Proof.
The 
Proposition
If P is a set, A is any set of K-functions and fi P -«-A, then f*AQ = (f*AJ0, where AQ and (f *A) denote the smallest K-q.a.s. containing A and the smallest K-q.a.s. containing f*A, respectively (see [3] ).
Proof.
Observe that for any K-functions «1 and <x2
we have f*^., + c*2) = f *{(*.,) + f*(a2) and f^oyotg) = = f*(ot1 ).f*(o2). Hence it follows that for any set C1 and C2
of K-functions we have f*(C.,+C2) = f*^ + f*C2 and f^C^Cg) = = f*C.|'f*C2, where C1 + C2 and C^Cg stand for the set of all o^+oig, e C1 and c*2 eC2; and for the set of all cn^«ot2, OO o<1 e C1 ando(2eC2, respectively. We have (see [3] A mapping being weak regular at ever; point p of A is called weak regular. Prom (3) it follows that U = 9V, i.e. (2) is an apimorphism. Proposition 1. Every regular at p mapping (1) is weak regular at p. Every diffeomorphiem is regular. The superposition of regular (weak regular) mappings is regular (weak regular).
Fro of. Let (1) be regular at p. Setting in the definition of regularity cp~^{v) = (f(v) t /j(v)) for v e V we get a smooth mapping (2) satisfying (3). Regularity of diffeomorphism is obvious. Now, assume that (1) is regular at p and a mapping (1) and (4) is regular at p.
Assuming weak regularity of (1) and (4) A mapping weak ooregular at every point of A will be oalled weak ooregular. Proposition 2.
Ever; coregular at p mapping (1) is weak ooregular. Bvery diffeomorphism is coregular. The superposition of coregular (weak coregular) mappings is coregular (weak coregular). Every weak coregular mapping is open.
If (1) is coregular at p then for the mapping (5) in the definition we can write down cp{\i) » = (u),<?2(u)) for ueU. Setting <?(v) « <p~1 (v,^>2( p)) for v tT we have the mapping (6) with required conditions. Now, assume that mappings (1) and (4) To prove that a weak ooregular mapping (1) is open we take any QetopA and any q e fQ. Then we have q = f(p) where peQ, and by weak coregularity of (1) a mapping (6) fulfilling (7). Setting V' = G-" 1 (UD Q) we get er(q) = er(f(p)) = peUfl Q and V' e topB. For any z e V' we have 6"(z) e Ufl Q. Thus, z = = f(6 (z)) e fQ. Then V'c fQ and q e V'.
Q.E.D.
